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1. INTRODUCTION
 w y1 x.This paper is concerned with computing the homology of SL F t, t ,2
where F is a field of characteristic zero. The following is our main result.
Let F be a number field. Denote by r the number of real embeddings of
F and by s the number of conjugate pairs of complex embeddings.
THEOREM. If k G 2 r q 3s q 2, then there is a natural isomorphism
w y1 xH SL F t , t ; Q ª H F*; Q . . . .k 2 ky1
In the case F s Q, we will show that in fact this isomorphism exists for
k G 3. We also show that
w y1 xH SL F t , t ; Z s 0 . .1 2
w xbut this was proved by Cohn 3 .
 w x.Our approach is via the theory of trees see 7 . For any field F of
 w y1 x.characteristic zero, we can construct a tree X on which SL F t, t acts.2
 w y1 x.This allows us to write SL F t, t as an amalgam2
w y1 x w x w xSL F t , t ( SL F t ) SL F t .  . .2 2 G 2
where
a b w xG s : a, b , c, d g F t . 5 /tc d
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This decomposition yields a Mayer]Vietoris sequence
w x w x??? ª H G ª H SL F t [ H SL F t .  .  . .  .k k 2 k 2
w y1 xª H SL F t , t ª ??? . . .k 2
 w y1 x.Hence, we have reduced the computation of the homology of SL F t, t2
 w x.to that of G and SL F t .2
THEOREM. For all fields F of characteristic zero, there is a natural
isomorphism
H G ; Z ( H F*; Z . .  .
v v
We also have the following result.
 .THEOREM. For all fields F of characteristic zero, the inclusion SL F ª2
 w x.SL F t induces an isomorphism2
w xH SL F ; Z ª H SL F t ; Z . .  . .  .
v 2 v 2
This can be viewed as an unstable version of Quillen’s homotopy
 w x. w xinvariance in algebraic K-theory see 6 . Soule 8 proved a similar result´
 w x.for the homology of SL k t , n G 2, for k a field of characteristic p andn
coefficients in a field of characteristic l, where l / p.
 w y1 x.Initially, our goal was to study the homology of SL F t, t forn
arbitrary n. The case n s 2 seemed to be a natural starting point, and
appeared to require quite different techniques than the cases n G 3. The
 w y1 x.fact that SL F t, t acts on a tree makes its homology somewhat easier2
to compute, while for n G 3 higher dimensional complexes must be used.
For this reason, we decided to write these results up separately.
w xSuslin 10 has studied the structure of special linear groups over
 w "1 "1 x.Laurent rings. He showed that SL F t , . . . , t , t , . . . , t isn 1 l lq1 m
generated by elementary matrices. In particular, this implies that
  w y1 x.H SL F t, t s 0, n G 3. Little else is known about the homology of1 n
 w y1 x.these groups. We hope to obtain results for the homology of SL F t, t ,n
n G 3, soon.
I thank Professors Richard Hain and John Harer for valuable discus-
sions and suggestions. I send thanks also to Professor Jun Yang for
providing the proof of 6.2 below. A special word of thanks goes to
Professor Andrei Suslin for saying two important words to me}‘‘Shapiro’s
Lemma’’}which allowed me to generalize 4.3 below from Q to an arbi-
trary field. I am indebted also to the referee for pointing out areas where
the exposition could be improved.
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Con¨entions. Throughout this paper, if G is a group acting on a space
X and if x g X, then G denotes the stabilizer of x in G. If H is anyx
group and if M is an H-module, then M denotes the coinvariants of M,H
and M H, the invariants. Throughout, F will be a field of characteristic
zero, and F* will denote the nonzero elements of F.
2. PRELIMINARIES ON TREES
In this section, we provide some brief background information on the
w xtheory of trees. Proofs of all results in this section may be found in 7 .
Let K be a field with discrete valuation, ¨. Denote by O the ring of
integers of K with respect to ¨ . By a lattice in K 2, we mean an
O-submodule which spans K 2. Such a submodule is free of rank 2. Two
lattices L, L9 are called equivalent if there is some nonzero field element
w xx such that L9 s xL. Denote the equivalence class of the lattice L by L .
We construct a one-dimensional simplicial complex X as follows. The
vertices of X are equivalence classes of lattices in K 2. Two vertices L, L9
are adjacent if there exist representatives L, L9 satisfying
p L ; L9 ; L
 . w xwhere p satisfies ¨ p s 1. The complex X is a tree 7, p. 70 , and there is
 .an obvious action of GL K on X.2
For us there are two principal examples.
 . w xEXAMPLE 2.1. For any field k, denote by k t the function field of k t .
 .  .Define a valuation ¨ on k t by ¨ arb s deg b y deg a, b / 0. Let e , e1 2
denote the standard basis of K 2. Denote the equivalence class of the
w xlattice generated by ¨ and ¨ by ¨ , ¨ . For each n G 0, let L s1 2 1 2 n
w n xe t , e . The sequence of vertices L , L , . . . gives a path T in X, and T1 2 0 1
 w x. w xis a fundamental domain for the action of GL k t on X 7, p. 87 .2
For a vector space V over k, set
a ¨B V s : a, b g k*, ¨ g V . .  5 /0 b
 w x.Then we may write see 7, p. 88
w x w xGL k t ( GL k ) B k t . 1 .  . .  .2 2 Bk .
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EXAMPLE 2.2. For any field k, denote by L the field of formal Laurent
series over k. Define a valuation ¨ on L by
¨ a t i s n , a / 0. i 0 n0 /
iGn0
w y1 x  w y1 x.  .Since k t, t is a dense subring of L , SL k t, t is dense in SL L .2 2
Let L denote the equivalence class of O [ O, and let L9 denote the
equivalence class of O [ t O. Then the edge LL9 is a fundamental domain
 . w x  w y1 x.for the action of SL L on X 7, p. 78 . The density of SL k t, t in2 2
 .SL L implies that this edge is also a fundamental domain for its action2
 w y1 x.  w x.on X. Observe that the stabilizer of L in SL k t, t is SL k t and2 2
 w x.the stabilizer of L9 is a conjugate of SL k t . The edge stabilizer is the2
 w y1 x.subgroup G of SL k t, t defined by2
a b w xG s : a, b , c, d g k t . 5 /tc d
Consequently, we have the decomposition
w y1 x w x w xSL k t , t ( SL k t ) SL k t . 2 . .  . .2 2 G 2
 w x.3. THE HOMOLOGY OF SL F t2
For V a vector space over F, set
a ¨
SB V s : a g F*, ¨ g V . .  5 /0 1ra
w xFor us, the examples are V s F and V s F t . The existence of the
 .  w x.decomposition 1 allows us to deduce the decomposition see 7, p. 88
w x w xSL F t ( SL F ) SB F t . 3 .  . .  .2 2 S BF .
Associated to this we have the Mayer]Vietoris sequence
w x??? ª H SB F ª H SL F [ H SB F t .  . .  . . .k k 2 k
w xª H SL F t ª ??? . .k 2
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 .  w x.THEOREM 3.1. The inclusion SL F ª SL F t induces an isomor-2 2
phism
w xH SL F ; Z ª H SL F t ; Z . .  . .  .
v 2 v 2
  ..   w x..We first need to compute H SB F and H SB F t .
v v
 .PROPOSITION 3.2. The natural inclusion F* ª SB V induces an isomor-
 .   ..phism H F* ª H SB V .
v v
Proof. We have a split short exact sequence
0 ª V ª SB V ª F* ª 1. .
The Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence associated to this extension satis-
fies
E2 s H F*; H V « H SB F . .  . . .p , q p q pqq
 . kSince V is a torsion-free abelian group, H V ( H V. Next we needk
 .to compute the action of F* on H V . If a g F*, then a acts on V ask
multiplication by a 2 since
a 0 1ra 0 21 ¨ 1 a ¨s . /  / /  /0 1ra 0 1 0 10 a
 .It follows that if n g F* is a positive integer, then n acts on H V ask
multiplication by n2 k. For an abelian group G, and any G-module M, the
 .map g : M ª M induces the identity map on H G; M for every g g G
v
w x   .. 2 k2, p. 79 . This implies that H F*; H V is annihilated by n y 1. Since
v k
this group is a rational vector space, it must be zero. That is,
E2 s 0, q ) 0.p , q
Consequently,
2H SB V s E s H F* . .  . .p p , 0 p
We now prove Theorem 3.1.
 .The amalgamated free product decomposition 3 yields a Mayer]
Vietoris sequence
w x??? ª H SB F ª H SL F [ H SB F t .  . .  . . .k k 2 k
w xª H SL F t ª ??? . . .k 2
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  ..   w x..We assert that H SB F ª H SB F t is an isomorphism. To see thisk k
consider the commutative diagram
p6 6 6 6 .0 F SB F F* 1
6 6
p6 6 6 6w x  w x.0 F t SB F t F* 1.
By Proposition 3.2, p and p both induce isomorphisms in homology. So
w xH SB F ª H SB F t . .  . .k k
is an isomorphism.
The theorem follows as the long exact sequence above breaks up into
short exact sequences
w x0 ª H SB F ª H SL F [ H SB F t .  . .  . . .k k 2 k
w xª H SL F t ª 0. . .k 2
4. THE HOMOLOGY OF G
 w x.Recall that G is the subgroup of SL F t defined by2
a b w xG s : a, b , c, d g F t . 5 /tc d
Denote the subgroup of G consisting of matrices which are congruent to
the identity mod t by K. Then we have a split short exact sequence
ts0
1 ª K ª G ª SB F ª 1. 4 .  .
Define a subgroup C of K by
1 tp t . w xC s : p t g F t . . 5 /0 1
1 .For each s g P F , set
¡ 1 0 , s / ` /s 1~m s s .
0 1 , s s `.¢ /1 0
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PROPOSITION 4.1. We ha¨e the free product decomposition
y1
1K s ) m s Cm s . .  .sg P F .
Proof. We use the complex X described in 2.1. Recall that the se-
quence of vertices L , L , . . . forms a path T in X which is a fundamental0 1
 w x.domain for the action of GL F t on X. Observe that K is also the2
ts0 1 w x.  .  .  .kernel of the map GL F t ª GL F . Note that P F ( GL F r2 2 2
 .  .B F , where B F denotes the subgroup of upper triangular matrices and
  . 1 .4  .  .that m s : s g P F is a set of coset representatives of B F in GL F .2
Set
T s m s T ; X . .D1
1 .sgP F
LEMMA 4.2. T is a tree and is a fundamental domain for the action of K1
on X.
Proof. Since X is a tree, to show that T is a tree it suffices to show1
 .that T is connected. Note that each m s fixes L :1 0
1 0 w x w x: e , e ¬ e q se , e s L1 2 1 2 2 0 /s 1
and
0 1 w x w x: e , e ¬ e , e s L .1 2 2 1 0 /1 0
 .  .Since each m s T is connected and L g F m s T , T is connected.0 1s
To show that T is a fundamental domain for K, we first show that the1
vertices of T are inequivalent mod K. To do this we use some facts which1
w xare proved in 7, pp. 69]88 .
Suppose that
x : m s L ¬ m s L .  .1 n 2 m
where L g T , x g K. Theni
y1m s m s x : m s L ¬ m s L . .  .  .  .1 2 1 n 1 m
 .  w x.Since the m s L are inequivalent mod GL F t , we must have L s L1 i 2 n m
  . .i.e., we could have taken m s T as a fundamental domain . Moreover,1
 .  .y1  .m s m s x stabilizes m s L . So we may write1 2 1 n
y1 y1m s m s x s m s g m s .  .  .  .1 2 1 1
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where g stabilizes L . Writing down the equations implied by this, we findn
 .  .  .  .that m s s m s , and thus m s L s m s L .1 2 1 n 2 m
Now we show that every edge in X is equivalent to some edge of
 w x.T mod K. Let LL9 be an edge of X. There is some g g GL F t and1 2
some n g N such that LL9 s gL L . Write g s pu, p g K, u gn nq1
 .   w x.  ..  .GL F note that GL F t s K ? GL F . Also, write u s m s ¨ , s g2 2 2
1 .  .P F , ¨ g B F . Then since ¨ stabilizes L L for each n,n nq1
LL9 s gL L s pm s ¨L L s pm s L L . .  .n nq1 n nq1 n nq1
 .Hence, LL9 ' m s L L mod K ; i.e., T is a fundamental domain of Kn nq1 1
in X.
We may now prove Proposition 4.1. Since T is a fundamental domain of1
K, we may identify K with the direct limit of the tree of groups defined by
T and the stabilizers of the vertices. Note that the stabilizer of L in K is1 n
the subgroup C defined byn
1 p t .C s : 1 F deg p t F n . .n  5 /0 1
 .  .  .y1Hence, the stabilizer of m s L is m s C m s . The stabilizer of L isn n 0
1, as is the stabilizer of the edge L L . We form the direct limit by first0 1
 .  .y1taking the direct limit of the m s C m s and then amalgamating overn
the edge stabilizers. But
y1 y1lim m s C m s s m s Cm s .  .  .  .nª
and the edge stabilizers are conjugates of 1, and are thus trivial. It follows
that
y1K s ) m s Cm s . .  .sg PF .
 .THEOREM 4.3. The map G ª SB F induces an isomorphism
H G ; Z ª H SB F ; Z . .  . .
v v
 .  .Hence, H G; Z ( H F*; Z .
v v
 .Proof. The extension 4 yields a spectral sequence satisfying
E2 s H SB F ; H K « H G . 5 .  .  .  . .j , k j k jqk
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From 4.1, it follows that
y1H K s [ H m s Cm s . .  .  . .i is
 .  .y1Since m s Cm s is a torsion free abelian group for each s, we have
i
y1 y1H m s Cm s s m s Cm s . .  .  .  . .  .Hi
Denote this group by M i. Thens
H K s [ M i. .i ss
  .  ..PROPOSITION 4.4. If k G 1, then H SB F ; H K s 0.
v k
Proof. The Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence of the extension
0 ª F ª SB F ª F* ª 1 .
satisfies
E2 s H F*; H F ; H K « H SB F ; H K . 6 .  .  .  . .  . .p , q p q k pqq k
 .Before proceeding, we compute the action of F on H K . An elementk
of M k is a linear combination of elements of the forms
y1 w xm s p n ??? n p m s , p g tF t . .  .  .1 k i
a b .  .Let g SB F . Then if s / `,0 1ra
a b 1 p y1: m s m s .  . / /0 1ra 0 1
y12s s1 a q b s p .¬ m m . /  / /a a q b s a a q b s .  .0 1
We also have
a b 1 p y1: m ` m ` .  . / /0 1ra 0 1
y1
21 11 yb p¬ m m , b / 0. / /  /ab ab0 1
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Thus,
a b y1: m s p n ??? n p m s .  .  .1 k /0 1ra
s 2 2¬ m a q b s p n ??? n a q b s p .  . .1 k /a a q b s .
=
y1s
m . /a a q b s .
The elements of F are represented by matrices of the form
1 f
, f g F . /0 1
k  .Observe that F acts trivially on the subgroup M of H K . Consequently,0 k
we may write
H F ; H K s H F ; M k [ H F ; [ M k . . .  .  .q k q 0 q ss/ 0
1 .  4Note that the action of F on P F y 0 is transitive and that the
w xstabilizer of ` is trivial. By Shapiro’s Lemma 2, p. 73 and by Proposition
w xIII.5.3 of 2, p. 68 , we have
H F ; M k q ) 0 .q 0
H F ; H K s . .q k k k M [ M q s 0.0 `
Now, if n g F* is a positive integer, then n acts on F as multiplication
by n2 and on M k as multiplication by n2 k. Furthermore, 1rn g F* acts on0
M k as multiplication by n2 k. Since F acts trivially on M k,` 0
H F ; M k s H F m M k , q G 1. . .q 0 q 0
 k . 2 qq2 kIt follows that n g F* acts on H F; M as multiplication by n ,q 0
  k .. 2 qq2 kq G 1. Since F* is abelian, H F*; H F; M is annihilated by n y 1p q 0
and hence must be zero. Also, since homology commutes with direct sums,
H F*; M k [ M k s 0. .p 0 `
 .Thus, the spectral sequence 6 satisfies
2E s 0; p , q G 0.p , q
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We now complete the proof of Theorem 4.3. By Proposition 4.4 the
 .spectral sequence 5 satisfies
E2 s 0, k ) 0.j , k
Consequently,
H G ; Z s E2 s H SB F ; Z . .  . .j j , 0 j
Combining this with 3.2, we see that the sequence of inclusions
F* ª SB F ª G .
induces an isomorphism
H F*; Z ª H G ; Z . .  .
v v
 w y1 x.5. THE HOMOLOGY OF SL F t, t2
In this section, we assume that F is a number field. Denote by V the`
set of archimedean places of F. For ¨ g V , denote the completion of F`
with respect to ¨ by F . Let r denote the number of real embeddings of¨
F and let s denote the number of conjugate pairs of complex embeddings
of F.
 .Recall the amalgamated free product decomposition 2
w y1 x w x w xSL F t , t ( SL F t ) SL F t . .  . .2 2 G 2
This yields a Mayer]Vietoris sequence
w x w x??? ª H G ; Q ª H SL F t ; Q [ H SL F t ; Q .  .  . .  .k k 2 k 2
w y1 xª H SL F t , t ; Q ª H G ; Q ª ??? . . . .k 2 ky1
THEOREM 5.1. If k G 2 r q 3s q 2, then there is a natural isomorphism
w y1 xH SL F t , t ; Q ª H F*; Q . . . .k 2 ky1
w xProof. In 1 , it is shown that
H v SL F ; R ( m H v SL F ; R , .  . .  .2 ct 2 ¨¨ g V`
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and that
v  :e ¨ realH R 2
vH SL F ; R s . .ct 2 ¨ v  :x ¨ complexH R 3
v  :where denotes an exterior algebra on the generator listed, andH R
the subscript denotes the degree of the generator.
  . .It follows that H SL F ; Q vanishes for p G 2 r q 3s q 1, and by 3.1,p 2
  w x. .so does H SL F t ; Q . The Mayer]Vietoris sequence then implies thatp 2
w y1 xH SL F t , t ; Q ª H G ; Q . . .k 2 ky1
is an isomorphism for k G 2 r q 3s q 2. Combining this with 4.3, we have
an isomorphism
y1w xH SL F t , t ; Q ª H F*; Q . . . .k 2 ky1
  ..Since H SL F s 0 for any field F, the Mayer]Vietoris sequence1 2
 .with integer coefficients terminates with
w y1 x0 ª H SL F t , t ª H G . . .1 2 0
w x w x w y1 xª H SL F t [ H SL F t ª H SL F t , t ª 0. .  . .  .  . .0 2 0 2 0 2
 .   w x..   w x..Since the map H G ª H SL F t [ H SL F t is injective, we0 0 2 0 2
have
w y1 xH SL F t , t s 0. . .1 2
6. THE CASE F s Q
In this section, we specialize to the case F s Q. Here we have r s 1 and
s s 0. Thus, 5.1 implies that
w y1 xH SL Q t , t ; Q ª H Q*; Q . . .k 2 ky1
is an isomorphism for k G 4. Furthermore, we have an exact sequence
 .f# , g#
y1w x0 ª H SL Q t , t ; Q ª H G ; Q ª Q [ Q . . .3 2 2
i#yj#
y1w xª H SL Q t , t ; Q ª H G ; Q ª 0 . . .2 2 1
   w x. . .since H SL Q t ; Q s Q .2 2
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THEOREM 6.1. The map
w y1 xH SL Q t , t ; Q ª H G ; Q . . .3 2 2
is an isomorphism.
  . .Proof. The maps f# and g# are both the map H SB Q ; Q ª2
  . .H SL Q ; Q induced by inclusion. The following result and its proof2 2
w xwere communicated to me by Yang 11 .
PROPOSITION 6.2. The natural homomorphism
H SB Q ; Q ª H SL Q ; Q .  . .  .2 2 2
is tri¨ ial.
 w x.Proof. Let C be the resolution of Z defined as follows see 4 . For
v
 .each n, C is the free abelian group generated by n q 1 -tuples of distinctn
1 .  .points in P Q . Denote by T the maximal torus in SL Q . The action of2
 . 1SL Q on this complex gives rise to a spectral sequence with E -term2
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
H SB Q ; Z H T ; Z ??? ??? ??? .  . .3 3
H SB Q ; Z H T ; Z ??? ??? ??? .  . .2 2
H SB Q ; Z H T ; Z ??? ??? ??? .  . .1 1
Z Z D D ???2 3
1  .   . .The d differential from H T ; Z ( Q* to H SB Q ; Z ( Q* is the1 1
1  .   . .squaring map while the d differential from H T ; Z to H SB Q ; Z is2 2
 . 1 .trivial. Note that SL Q does not act 3-transitively on points in P Q , but2
it does act 2-transitively. It follows that each element in D can be written2
w x w xin the form 0, `, z . For simplicity, we denote such an element by z .
 . w x w 2 xBecause of the SL Q action, we have z s l z for every l g Q*, and2
this is the only relation resulting from this action.
2 w x w xIt is clear that E is generated by elements of the form z y z .2, 0 1 2
w x w xWrite this difference in the form z y l z . From the equation
1w x w x w x w x w xd 0, `, z , l z s `, z , l z y 0, z , l z q 0, `, l z y 0, `, z
z l
w x w xs y q l z y z
1 y l 1 y l z .
w x w xs 1 y l z y l 1 y l z q l z y z .  .
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w x w x w . x w  . xwe see that the relation z y l z s 1 y l z y l 1 y l z holds in
2 w x w xE . Now, if we set l s 1r2, then we get 2 z s 2 zr2 for any z g Q*.2, 0
We prove the following lemma by induction.
nw x nw  .xLEMMA 6.3. For any positi¨ e integer n, we ha¨e 2 z s 2 zr n q 1 .
Proof. Assume this is true for n s k. We have
k q 1 1 k q 1
w xz y zr k q 2 s z y z .
k q 2 k q 2 k q 2
k q 1
s z y k q 1 z . .
k q 2
Multiplying both sides by 2 k and applying the induction hypothesis, we get
kq1 kq1w x2 z s 2 zr k q 2 . .
w x w 2 xUsing the lemma and the relation z s l z for every l g Q*, it
w x w xfollows that for any positive rational number l, z y l z is a 2-torsion
element. Hence, any element in E2 is equivalent up to 2-torsion to a2, 0
w x w x 2multiple of the element 1 y y1 . It follows that E is isomorphic to Z2, 0
  . .modulo 2-torsion. So the cokernel of the map H SB Q ; Z ª2
  . .   . .H SL Q ; Z is isomorphic to Z up to 2-torsion. Since H SL Q ; Z has2 2 2 2
rank 1, the proposition is proved.
  w y1 x. .  .It follows that H SL Q t, t ; Q ( H Q*; Q and that we have a3 2 2
short exact sequence
y1w x0 ª Q [ Q ª H SL Q t , t ; Q ª H Q*; Q ª 0. . . .2 2 1
Remark. The map i# is induced by the usual inclusion
w x w y1 xi : SL Q t ª SL Q t , t , .  .2 2
and the map j# is induced by the map
w x w y1 xj : SL Q t ª SL Q t , t .  .2 2
defined by
a b y1a t bj s . /  /c d tc d
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 w y1 x.Let a denote the automorphism of SL Q t, t given by2
a b y1a t ba s . /  /c d tc d
Then a ( i s j, and hence a#( i# s j#. Note that a 2 is an inner auto-
  y1 ...morphism it is conjugation by the diagonal matrix diag t , t , but a is
 1r2 . 2not inner we would need t . It follows that a# is the identity. However,
since i# y j# is not the zero map, a# is not the identity.
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